Abstract - Brand orientation and entrepreneurship creativity are factors that must be considered by SMEs in implementing the brand. Integration both of these factors can increase the ability of SMEs to manage the resources to create and pursue opportunities that are not recognized by competitors. Brand orientation and entrepreneurship creativity expected to be used as a model in the implementation of the brand in SMEs to create and build a strong brand and highly competitive. The purpose of this study is to propose a model that examines the impact of brand orientation on entrepreneurship creativity of SMEs for the advancement in center of the shoe industry at Bandung. The study uses quantitative data collection methods on 100 SMEs that already possess its own brand. The sampling method by using multiple linear regression analysis. The results showed that the brand orientation has an influence on the entrepreneurship creativity in implementation of brand shoes in SMEs Cibaduyut Bandung.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of current brand is not only done by the company - large enterprises, but applied to small and medium enterprises or SMEs. Competitive conditions faced by SMEs today, demanding the SME business people to always study the market conditions and implement strategies and execute effective marketing activities. Based on this, it is one of the efforts to maintain and enhance the ability of SMEs to compete in today's competitive climate. The use of current brand is not only done by the company - large enterprises, but applied to small and medium enterprises or SMEs. Competitive conditions faced by SMEs today, demanding the SME business people to always study the market conditions and implement strategies and execute effective marketing activities. Based on this, it is one of the efforts to maintain and enhance the ability of SMEs to compete in today's competitive climate. In order to maintain and enhance the ability of SMEs to compete in today's competitive climate, it is necessary to develop an effective marketing strategy and plan which is expected to be able to determine the owners of SMEs in implementing and managing the brand. In order to maintain and enhance the ability of SMEs to compete in today's competitive climate, it is necessary to develop an effective marketing strategy and plan which is expected to be able to determine the owners of SMEs in implementing and managing the brand. The purpose of this study is to propose a model that examines the impact of brand orientation on entrepreneurship creativity of SMEs for the advancement in center of the shoe industry at Bandung. The study uses quantitative data collection methods on 100 SMEs that already possess its own brand. The sampling method by using multiple linear regression analysis. The results showed that the brand orientation has an influence on the entrepreneurship creativity in implementation of brand shoes in SMEs Cibaduyut Bandung.

The use of current brand is not only done by the company - large enterprises, but applied to small and medium enterprises or SMEs. Competitive conditions faced by SMEs today, demanding the SME business people to always study the market conditions and implement strategies and execute effective marketing activities. Based on this, it is one of the efforts to maintain and enhance the ability of SMEs to compete in today's competitive climate. In order to maintain and enhance the ability of SMEs to compete in today's competitive climate, it is necessary to develop an effective marketing strategy and plan which is expected to be able to determine the owners of SMEs in implementing and managing the brand. In order to maintain and enhance the ability of SMEs to compete in today's competitive climate, it is necessary to develop an effective marketing strategy and plan which is expected to be able to determine the owners of SMEs in implementing and managing the brand. The purpose of this study is to propose a model that examines the impact of brand orientation on entrepreneurship creativity of SMEs for the advancement in center of the shoe industry at Bandung. The study uses quantitative data collection methods on 100 SMEs that already possess its own brand. The sampling method by using multiple linear regression analysis. The results showed that the brand orientation has an influence on the entrepreneurship creativity in implementation of brand shoes in SMEs Cibaduyut Bandung.

II. LITERATURE REVIEWS

A. Brand Orientation

Brand orientation is a factor that influences the management of SMEs in implementing and managing the brand. This factor is needed to determine the strategic approach in implementing the brand. The implementation of brand orientation affects the entrepreneurship creativity of SMEs. Entrepreneurship creativity is the ability of SMEs to utilize resources and acquire new profitable opportunities. This factor is important because it determines the ability of SMEs to compete in today's competitive climate. In order to maintain and enhance the ability of SMEs to compete in today's competitive climate, it is necessary to develop an effective marketing strategy and plan which is expected to be able to determine the owners of SMEs in implementing and managing the brand. The purpose of this study is to propose a model that examines the impact of brand orientation on entrepreneurship creativity of SMEs for the advancement in center of the shoe industry at Bandung. The study uses quantitative data collection methods on 100 SMEs that already possess its own brand. The sampling method by using multiple linear regression analysis. The results showed that the brand orientation has an influence on the entrepreneurship creativity in implementation of brand shoes in SMEs Cibaduyut Bandung.

B. Entrepreneurship Creativity

Entrepreneurship creativity is the ability of SMEs to utilize resources and acquire new profitable opportunities. This factor is important because it determines the ability of SMEs to compete in today's competitive climate. In order to maintain and enhance the ability of SMEs to compete in today's competitive climate, it is necessary to develop an effective marketing strategy and plan which is expected to be able to determine the owners of SMEs in implementing and managing the brand. The purpose of this study is to propose a model that examines the impact of brand orientation on entrepreneurship creativity of SMEs for the advancement in center of the shoe industry at Bandung. The study uses quantitative data collection methods on 100 SMEs that already possess its own brand. The sampling method by using multiple linear regression analysis. The results showed that the brand orientation has an influence on the entrepreneurship creativity in implementation of brand shoes in SMEs Cibaduyut Bandung.
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Brand orientation is a brand strategy as a guide for SMEs on managing and implementing the brand. While entrepreneurship creativity is the ability of SME owners to manage their business utilizing the resources owned by the brand orientation to create a branded product. This condition leads to brand management awareness in SMEs has been a priority in business, and brand is a part of the business long term planning activities to encourage business owners able to produce something unique to gain the profit and consumers attention.

Based on the description above, the study aims to determine how brand orientation as the company's approach to enhance the ability to compete effect on entrepreneurship creativity as the activities of SMEs owners in utilizing the unique resources to create or obtain new opportunities in SMEs Cibaduyut Bandung

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Brand is a company asset that can enhance the interest and attention of consumers to the product and be part of the company's patent of the products it produces [13]. Based on this, the brand can be used by companies to improve competitiveness by making the brand as the vision, mission, direction and goals, as well as corporate culture.

Brand in SMEs, can be used as the identity and description of the company's reputation as a key to long-term basis are able to overcome all the changes in the environment and can increase enterprise value[14]. Application of the brand in the SMEs should be a guideline owners to create the company's activities more competitive and able to manage its resources into something unique in a process of business activity [8][15].

Brand orientation is the company's approach to building a competitive advantage by using the brand that describes the characteristics, behavior and the ability of an organization to make the company more unique compared to competitors [6][16].

Brand orientation to guide the owner or manager in running a company, because it puts the brand as direction and policy in carrying out marketing activities, an important asset in the company, part of a long-term planning of the company [6][5].

The culture of SMEs is entrepreneurship, which is the character that must be possessed by any SMEs owners in running business with the ability to develop creativity and innovation by creating new business activity and ensuring survival [17][18][19]. Ability and knowledge of developing business opportunities obtained from the process and their activities of SMEs owner in managing a business that is familiar in the face of uncertainty, risk-taking, and desire to achieve success in business [17][18]. These conditions encourage them to constantly innovate and enhance creativity as two important dimensions that must be owned by SMEs in winning the competition [17].

Entrepreneurship orientation is the ability of an individual or organization used to seek change by means of its resources to get the opportunities that are not recognized by the competitors by way of proactive and innovative so as to create something new and unique [17][18][20]. Entrepreneurship orientation can be considered as entrepreneurship creativity because it is a process of creativity of individuals or organizations in creating or get something new [11].

Therefore, SMEs in doing business should have the following capabilities a). Search for changes is the ability of business owners to seek a change in the management of its business that aims to survive, so it can grow and competitiveness; b). Exploiting Opportunity is the ability of business owners to find every opportunity that an unknown competitor and; c). Create value the ability of business owners to create products or services that fit the needs and desires of consumers[17]-[19][21]

Brand orientation and entrepreneurial creativity are two different constructs but independent from each other. Brand orientation as the direction and long-term business policies relating to entrepreneurship creativity as the character and behavior of individuals or organizations in the management of SMEs [22]. Based on this, the application of the brand in the SME influenced by brand orientation that is expected to improve the entrepreneurship creativity of SME managers to create new and unique products and find opportunities that are not recognized by competitors [20].

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study design using explanatory research to determine how the effect of brand orientation as a marketing policy, as the company's assets, and as a long-term planning which is an independent variable (X) on the entrepreneurship creativity as a dependent variable (Y) which is an activity consisting of search for changes, exploiting the opportunity and create value to increase the brand implementation awareness in SMEs.

The study population is SMEs at Cibaduyut Bandung which already has its own brand. The research sample is composed of 100 SMEs owners obtained from purposive sampling technique.

The primary data collection technique for this study with a self-administered questionnaire. The questionnaire was design to measure determinant factors of brand orientation and entrepreneurship creativity. A five point Likert scale was used with point 1 being not important at all and point 5 very important as the anchors. SPSS is uses for data analysis with multiple linear regression. The selected method data analysis include descriptive analysis.

IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

Based on the output SPSS version 20, the proposed model feasible to estimate the effect of brand orientation towards entrepreneurship creativity in SMEs at Cibaduyut Bandung (Table 1). According the proposed model, brand orientation has an influence on entrepreneurship creativity in implementing brand shoes at SMEs Cibaduyut Bandung.
By Table I. The F-value indicates 0.000 <0.05, where the effect of brand orientation on entrepreneurship creativity simultaneously showed significant. This condition revealed based on research [22] where brand orientation relating to entrepreneurship creativity as the character and behavior of individuals or organizations in the management of SMEs.

The proportion of the influence of brand orientation towards entrepreneurship creativity in the regression model based on the adjusted R-square of 94.7% while the remaining 5.3% is influenced by other factors which do not exist in the regression model (Table II).

Based on research, the effect of brand orientation that consists of brand as marketing policy, brand as asset and brand as long term planning partially showed significant results on entrepreneurship creativity with the t-value 0.000 <0.05 with the following regression equation: \( Y = 0.81X_1 + 0.406X_2 - 0.205X_3 \) (Table III).

Interesting things derived from the research, it is known that the brand as long term planning have a negative effect, this means SMEs at Cibaduyut Bandung although it has been applying the brand on products but do not put the brand as part of long term planning business activities. There by led revenue decreased by an average of 10% per year during the period 2006-2015 and have difficulty developing its business in creating new opportunities.

This is different from the results [11] which revealed that the brand implementation for SMEs product in the future is able to increase the market demand, improve product quality and help promote the product becomes better known.

Different conditions if the brand used as part of long term planning, small business owners will be motivated to become more creative and innovative that gives them the opportunity in running its business[11][17][18][22].

### Table I. Proposed Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>22.170</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.390</td>
<td>587.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>1.209</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>23.379</td>
<td>99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Dependent Variable: Y = Entrepreneurship Creativity
b. Predictors: (Constant), X3 = Brand as long term planning, X1 = Brand as marketing policy, X2 = Brand as asset
Source: SPSS v 20 output

### Table II. Determinant Factors Proportion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
<th>Durbin-Watson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.974</td>
<td>.948</td>
<td>.11220</td>
<td>2.257</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: SPSS v 20 output

Result showed by Table II, consistent with research by [4] which is determine factors for brand implementation conduct by characteristic, process and dynamic situation in SMEs. This condition illustrate there are many factors must be considered by SMEs owners in implementation of brand[4].

Based on research, the effect of brand orientation that consists of brand as marketing policy, brand as asset and brand as long term planning partially showed significant results on entrepreneurship creativity with the t-value 0.000 <0.05 with the following regression equation: \( Y = 0.81X_1 + 0.406X_2 - 0.205X_3 \) (Table III).

By Table I. The F-value indicates 0.000 <0.05, where the effect of brand orientation on entrepreneurship creativity simultaneously showed significant. This condition revealed based on research [22] where brand orientation relating to entrepreneurship creativity as the character and behavior of individuals or organizations in the management of SMEs.

The proportion of the influence of brand orientation towards entrepreneurship creativity in the regression model based on the adjusted R-square of 94.7% while the remaining 5.3% is influenced by other factors which do not exist in the regression model (Table II).

Based on research, the effect of brand orientation that consists of brand as marketing policy, brand as asset and brand as long term planning partially showed significant results on entrepreneurship creativity with the t-value 0.000 <0.05 with the following regression equation: \( Y = 0.81X_1 + 0.406X_2 - 0.205X_3 \) (Table III).

Interesting things derived from the research, it is known that the brand as long term planning have a negative effect, this means SMEs at Cibaduyut Bandung although it has been applying the brand on products but do not put the brand as part of long term planning business activities. There by led revenue decreased by an average of 10% per year during the period 2006-2015 and have difficulty developing its business in creating new opportunities.

This is different from the results [11] which revealed that the brand implementation for SMEs product in the future is able to increase the market demand, improve product quality and help promote the product becomes better known.

Different conditions if the brand used as part of long term planning, small business owners will be motivated to become more creative and innovative that gives them the opportunity in running its business[11][17][18][22].

Based on the survey results revealed that brand orientation to be a part of brand implementation in SMEs [6]. Brand orientation to be an alternative for SMEs strategy company as part of the synergy in implementing the brand [23].

Brand orientation based on the results of the study, implemented by SME owners as marketing policy and asset. Both factors became the basis for SME owners in Cibaduyut Bandung to create a competitive product and be guide in conducting marketing activities. This condition is consistent with research [3][6][7][13] where the brand should be able to increase the competitive ability of a product to become more profitable.

Based on research entrepreneurship creativity is a factor that must be considered as it relates to the ability of business owners to manage resources and business growth [24]. Entrepreneurship orientation can be referred to as the entrepreneurial creativity as it relates to the creative process business owners to create something unique accordance with the needs and desires of the market [11]. The entrepreneurship creativity led the SMEs for brand implementation for creating a new product more profitable.

### V. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

Brand orientation and entrepreneurship creativity as part of the implementation strategy of the brand in SMEs, are expected to encourage the development of the brand is not as identity alone but be one way to improve competitiveness, able to build a strong brand and creating innovation and creative marketing to increase brand aware and brand image SMEs. Brand orientation as synergies SMEs to implement brand strategies play a role in improving the entrepreneurship creativity of business owners to acquire or create opportunities that are not recognized by competitors by managing something unique and new.

To increase brand management awareness apply, it is necessary to the role of government in disseminating the
importance of brand for SMEs, providing incentives to SMEs who have chosen the brand and provide legal protection of patents or intellectual property rights to prevent the emergence of counterfeit products. Future studies are expected to be analyzed in addition to these two factors so as to provide a complete understanding of the role of the brand in SMEs and what challenges affecting the implementation of the brand in SMEs.
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